
CORRECTION

Page 2, article 3(4), line two: immediately after “…Law of Property Act 1925…” insert new footnote reference, “(e)”; 

Page 2, insert a new footnote “(e)” which should read: “1925 c. 20. Section 194 is repealed by section 53 of, and Part 2 of Schedule 6 to, the 2006 Act.”;

Page 2, article 3(6), line one: immediately after “…the National Trust Act 1971…”, the existing footnote reference, “(e)”, should be re-numbered as footnote reference, “(f)”; 

Page 2, article 3(7), line one: immediately after “…the New Parishes Measure 1943…”, the existing footnote reference, “(f)”, should be re-numbered as footnote reference, “(g)”; 

Page 2, the existing footnote, “(e)”, which begins, “1971 c.vi. Section 23(2A)…”, should be re-numbered as footnote “(f)”; and

Page 2, the existing footnote, “(f)”, which begins, “1943 No.1. Section 15…”, should be re-numbered as footnote “(g)”. 
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